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Engaged was conceived after studying how to reduce the
elements of a product to the bare minimum. To strip
down its structure to the smallest necessary requirement.
Each of the three elements of the design are engaged
with each other in a simple conversation that exploits

Engaged

and reveals the true nature of the product materials.
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Design by Ron Fiegenschuh with Catherine Young.
Engaged is a table collection rich in material choices, utility and dimensional freedom. It combines three adaptable
components, which together form a new generation of office tabling. Whether it is a casual gathering, a temporary touchdown
or a conventional meeting – a wide spectrum of choices come together to engage and provide the table solution that
best fits the need. These simple components can easily be implemented in open plan or private meeting rooms.

SUPPORT BASE
Minimalist stabilizing
and connecting
support structure
between hubs and
under tabletops.

HUB or UTILITY HUB
The foundation of Engaged
is the Hub. Each 8”W Hub
offers stability and power/
data interface. Added utility
is available by expanding to
18”W providing options like:
increased IT/AV equipment
capacity, storage (open/
closed cubby or shelf)
and specialty needs like
concealed garbage or
recycling bins.

Engaged

TABLETOP
Complete material freedom (glass, stone,
veneer, laminate, solid surface) affords full
spectrum of tabletop aesthetic and price
point choices.
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3-3/4"
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C

8"

COFFEE 18” HEIGHT

Engaged

Unlike the everyday coffee table, the
Engaged Hub expands utility - adding
power/data access, storage and much
more within easy reach.
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32" - 96"
16" - 20"
30" - 48"

3-3/4"
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C

32" - 96"
24" - 27"
30" - 48"

8"

LOUNGE 26” HEIGHT

Engaged

Material freedom for tops means a
variety of aesthetic and budget options
to transform ordinary casual lounge
areas to extraordinary ones.
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3-3/4"
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29"

18"

TABLE 29” HEIGHT

Engaged

One sided, two sided centered, in-line
multiple – a variety of Hub locations
can allow for flexible dimensions to
address any required seating capacity.
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32" - 96"
29" - 31"
30" - 48"

3-3/4"

8"

8"

A
B
C
D
E

32" - 96"
32" - 96"
32" - 96"
34" - 38"
30" - 48"

COUNTER 36” HEIGHT

Engaged

Community spaces deserve the same
functional options as all other meeting
tables – premium top materials and
utility points for storage, power/data
interface and much more.
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18"

BAR 42” HEIGHT

Engaged

Casual gathering never looked so
good, every version of Engaged
applies three simple components
fully engineered with maximum finish
choices to accomplish a unique result.
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32" - 96"
32" - 96"
40" - 44"
30" - 48"
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Engaged

Prismatique Designs Ltd., founded in 1979, is a privately owned
contract furniture manufacturer with an international reputation for
precise engineering and office table specialization.

prismatique.com | 888 414 7333

Prismatique offers choices—not compromises. We offer extensive
versatility in finish options, ranging from painted back glass to stone to
veneer and laminate. This flexibility enables the designer to “Customize
with Confidence” and partner with us to create unique table solutions at
less than custom prices.

Visit our showrooms in Chicago, New York and Toronto

It’s not just about what we do. It's about how we do it.

95 Wingold Avenue
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M6B-1P8

